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IN EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
Women t s rights
The ad hoc committee on woments rights has now been set up.  rt  is  chaired
by Mrs. Yvette Roudy and its  vice-chairwomen  are Mrs. von Alemann, Miss
Roberts and Mrs. Squarcialupi.  Its  rapporteur is  Mrs. Maij-Weggen.
The womenrs rights ad hoc conrnitteets terms of reference are to prepare
for  a parliamentary debate to be held before the surnmer parliamentary
recess.  The starting point for  the debate will  be the general report to
be drawn up by the ad hoc committee in in the light  of the proposals
formulated by the Conrnission  of the European Cornmunities, making use of
the work already done or now being done by other parliamentary conrnittees.
l-rg gsgss _I rgL _Iy g!! e_!grqr__!  g_{grgl_ gI_Isrgps_ readers
Dear  friends,
This comrnittee was needed,  The structure  of
buttressed by the current  economic situation
facing  women today,  particularly  in  the field
society  -  malntained  and
-  and the  grave problems
of  employment, have made
its  existence vital.
This is,  however, an "ad hoc" committee.  In  other words, it  is  only
temporary.  There is  a great  deal to  do and little  tine  to  do lt  in.
Our committee needs you.  It  needs your support,  your ideas,  your
suggestions.
It  can achieve all  that  it  has set  out  to  do only  if  it  is  backed by
your resolution,  and we are sute that  each one of  you nurtures  that
resolution.
The report to be presented by Mrs. Maij-Weggen  to European Parliament will
reflect  the committeets concerns. Tt will  be in three parts:
a)  a survey of the opportunities  offered by the Conrnunityts fundamental
Treaties;
b)  a report on EEC legislation  on women already in force;
c)  a survey of women in Europe and employment,  participation in  economic
life,  education and information,  health and 1egal status, as well a
the condition of the wives of  inmrigrant  workers and women in  the
Third Wor1d.
The committee has 35 members, ten of whom are men (exactly the inverse
proportion of men to women as in European Parliament), but the parliament-
arians have declared their  intention to tackle problems t'in  a  totallv
integrated spiritt'.
The pages that follow list  the members of the ad hoc conrnittee on woments
rishts,Women
Chairwoman
Mrs. Yvette ROUDY
Vice-Chairwomen
Miss Shelagh  ROBERTS
Mrs. Vera
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Mrs. Mechtild
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Address Group
European
Progress ive
Mrs. Marie-Madeleine 79, Avenue de Breteuil
DIENESCH 75015 Paris (France)
Comnunist
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London SWl (England)
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Inrneuble L6on Blum
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280 Boulevard  Michelet
13000 Marseilles (France)
v]-a b. uosro, JJ
GAIOTTI de BIASE  00191 Rome (Italy)
Mrs. Mette GROES  Folketinget
Mrs. Ien
Christiansborg
_1218 Copenhagen K (Denrnark)
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Engelberg,8  Socialist
European
Peoplet s Party
Socialist
VAN DEN HEUVEL  3956 VI Leersum  (Netherlands)
Mrs. Magdalene HOFF Z,ur H6he 12 A  Socialist
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London SW1 (England)  Democrats
Mr. Paul HOI,IELL  The Mansion House  European
Hingham (Norwich)  Democrats
Norfolk NR9 4HA (England)
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West Nethercote, Winsford
Minehead  (Somerset)
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Mrs. Anne-Marie  6, Chaussde drAndenne  Socialist
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Mrs. Maria Antonietta Rue Bonaparte I  Independent
MACCIOCCHI  75006 Paris (France)
Mr. Victor MICHEL  14, Rue de la Marjolaine
1120 Brussels (Belgium)
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20134 Milan  (rtaty;
Mrs. Ursula  Bundeshaus  Fluropean
SCHLEICHER  5300 Bonn 1-2 (West Germanl')  Peoplers Party
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Mr. Maurice-Ren6  2, Rue de la Roche  European
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205 Boulevard Saint Germain
75007 Paris (France)
Mrs. Heidemarie  Michelstrader  Strasse I  Socialist
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Mrs. Phibi J, Viehoff (Dutch Socialist) has become a member of European
Parl iament
killed  in
taking  the  seat
car accident  on
,
a
sadly left  vacant by A. Vondeling, who was
22 November  1979.
The problern of  employment in  the  Community was discussed at
. Vredelingr Vice-
President of the European Conrnission with special responsibilities for
social affairs,  pointed out that in addition to the official  figure of
six mitlion  unemployed in the Community  there are, at the lowest estimate,
three mil.lion unregistered people who are out of work.  He also stressed
the need for  consultation with both sides of industry, which have a vital
role to play in  the formulation and implementation of an employment
policv.
During the course of the Cebate, verg mang wonen menbers took
the f7oot.  Women of Europe has neither the space nor the
resources to print  alf  their  views, but readers who are interested
can obtain the transcripts of parLiamentarg sessions I:g writing
to European Parliament,  S6cr6tariat G€n6ra7, Division des
Comptes-Rendus,  BoLte Postale 7607, Luxenbourgt or consul-t the
documents at  the European ParLiament  London Information Office,
20 Kensington PaTass Gardens, Inndon WB 4QQ (t.e7. 07-229 9366).
How can we boost the economy? How should hours of work be regulated?
Is  technology a threat to employment?  Where do women stand vis-)-vis  all
these problems?  These were the main issues that came up for  discussion.
Mrs. Tove Nielsen (Danish Liberal) said that we should turn to the private
rather than the public sector to reactivate the economy and tackle the
problem of unemployment effectively.  Mrs. Nicole Chouraqui (European
Democratic Group, French) urged fresh investment in producLion, and she
was supported  by Miss Shelagh Roberts (European Democratic Group, British)
who said that in  essence the public sector rmrst improve infrastructure.
Mrs. Else Hammerich (Danish, National Front against the Common Market)
notecl with regret that the Danish jobless had been right  when they voted
"no" to Europe it  L972: today, the Buropean Community is  a community of
the unemployed.
Miss Gloria Hooper (Conservative member for Liberpool) made several
suggestions, one that the European Regional Fund should step in to help
urban areas.  Better coordinated action by the European Funds was urged
by Mrs. Marie-Claude  Vayssade  (French Socialist),  supported by Miss Sile
De Valera (Irish,  Fianna Fail).
Miss De Valera also pointed out that the very recent revolutions in
technology have meant that workers have to update their  knowledge all  the
time and allowance should be made in  the programnes  receiving financial
support from the European Social Fund.  On the subject of technological
progress, Mrs. Heinke Salisch (German Socialist)  said that employment is
threatened not by technical improvements but by the use that has been
made of those improvements.
Aceording to Mrs. Maria Cinciari Rodano (Italian  Communist), the Conrnunity
must deploy every effort  to combat the permanent subordination of women
r^7orkers.  To make the struggle more effective,  the European  Commission
must have broader powers, declared Miss Susanne Dekker (Duteh, Democratie
'66) "Women of Europe - no. 13 -  January/February 1980-- p.  8
Mrs. Jackie Hoffman (French Communist), speaking on the special condition
of women, forcefully  called for  shorter working hours and a 35 hour week.
Mrs. Cinciari Rodano warned that shorter working hours should not just
mean a redistribution of the llittle  work availabl.e.  Discussing this
subject, Mrs. Salisch had saicl that a 35 hour week would create a million
new jobs.
Woments unemployment is  all  too often treated as a ttsecond zonettof
unemploynent, pointed out Mrs., Anne-Marie Li-zin (Belgian Socialist).  She
pressed for structural measures, greater supervision of the way in which
member stares apply EEC directives and Cournunity support for  facilities
and collective services which release women from the burden of certain
tasks.
Mrs. Marie-Jane  Pruvot (French Liberal) took up the cudgels on behalf of
those who work in the arts ancl cultural fields,  urhose working conditions
are often precarious.  The Cournunity must show them, as well as young
people, women and the handicatrrped, that it  is  cap,able of imagination  and
creativity.  Taking up the theme of youth, lu1rs. Christiane Scrivener
(French Liberal) proposed that a t'young peoplets employment pact, should
be reached at Connnunity level along the lines of the agreement now being
implemented  in France.
According to Mrs. Yvette Roudy (French Socialisf),  caution should be dis-
played. A11 too often,  patt--time work pushes women even further out o{r
the fringe of society.  In acldition, certain strategies used to counter-
act unemployment  are explicitl.y based on taking h'omen out of the labour
market.  To prevent women's isolation,  Mrs. Eileen Desmond (Irish  Labour)
hoped that the  educational s)'stem would be bette,r adapted to present-day
reality,  a hope that was shared by Mrs. Paola Gaiotti Debiase (Italian
Christian Democrat),  who was i"ndignant that the e,ducation ministers of
the Comnlrnity countries have not met to formulate what should at last  be
a coordinated policy.  Mrs. Claiotti Debiase als,c stressed that the
Conurunity had made little  morer than a token effort  to promote the training
of women. We should not  delurde ourselves:  more and more women will  want
to gain access to the labour market -  a factor tlh.at has by now become
a structural feature of that market.
Are consumer protection  and environmentaL  conservation
too  costly't Ques t ioned onL this  subject by tlhe European Democratic
group, Mr. Burke, speaking on behalf ot the European Conrnission,  replied
that the regulations do not ne,cessarily imply rirsing costs.  We should,
said tlr.  Burke, ask ourselves what the consequences would be if  there
were no such regulations.
In the course of the debate th,at followed, Mrs. lrlay Weggen (Duteh
Christian Democrat) said that this  is  a political  ehoice;  European
industry has had quite a long time to adapt to the regulations,  added
Mrs. Squarcialupi  (Italian  Couununist). l4rs. Lieselotte Seibel-Ermnerlings
German Socialist) thought that the "bi11"  for  the quality of life  was
not excessive. There are too many things whose rralue cannot be estimated:
a tree or a river,  for  instance.
A delegation  of  Argentine  I^romen, 1ed by Mrri. Angelica de Mignone,
visited European Parliament,  sponsored by Mrs. Van den Heuvel (Dutch
Socialist).  During a meeting chaired by Mr. Jean Rey (Belgian Liberal) ,
Vice-chairman of the Political  Affairs  Corunittee, the delegation launched
an appeal for  the restoration of democratic free<loms in Argentina.Women of  Europe -  no. 13 -  January/February 1980 -  p. 9
FACTS, INSTITUTIONS AND  LAIVS
BELGIUM
A ferninist prime  minister
ttThe time for justice has c,omerttdeclared  Mr. Martens, the Belgian premier,
to the women heads of companies who were celebrating the 30th anniversary
of the foundation of their  association.  ttThere are stil1  many deep-rooted
inqualities between men and women, and these can no longer be tolerated by
the people with political  responsibilities in our country.  Our role is  to
take the necessary steps to ensure that this  legitimate evolution is  noc
only made possible for all  l4romen but also becomes a process whereby  women
can broaden all  their  aspirations.  Only if  this  is  done will  the evolution
in woments status lead to social,  eeonomic and cultural  enrichment for
society as a whole.tt
Institute  of  higher  navigation  studies
Mr. chabert, Minister of cormnunications,  who is  responsibre for  the
officerst  training school, will  not a11ow a women to enroll in the Belgian
institute  of higher navigation studies.  0n being questioned by Mrs.
Mathieu-Morin,  a senator, Mr. chabert replied:  ttr have had the problem of
admitting  women studenLs to the institute  considered thoroughly and my
departments have given their  formal view in  the negative.
"rt  is,  moreover,  my ovin conviction as well as the belief-  of the naval
authorities  concerned that the career of officer  in  the merchant navy is
too arduous to be suitable for women. The only post open to Lhem iS that
of radio off ircer.
"This being so, r  have no reason to  depart  from the standpoint  that
women shall not be given access to Eraining for,  or the career of,
officer  or engineer in  the merchant navy.tt
Useful address:  Ministdre  des  Conrnunications
65, Rue de la Loi
1040  tsrussels
A  women minister
Following  the  recent  government reshuffle, Mrs. C6ci1e Goor-Eyben
(Christian Socialist Party) has been appointed Minister for the Brussels
Region.  The fourth wonnn member of a governmen! 1ed by Mr. Martens, Mrs.
Goor is  president of the Christian Socialist Party women's group and - until
her appointment  as a minister - vice presidenL of the SenaEe.
Gentlemen of  the  Robe ...  and now Gentlewomen  too
Although lawyers in Belgium wear a robe, their  professional bodies have
remained a tightly  closed ments club.  rt  was not until  the latest
elections that the Council of the Brussels Bar admitted  women for  the first
time:  Maitre Anne-Marie Storrer and Maitre Monique Wouters.
Useful address:  Conseil de ltOrdre des Avocats de Bruxelles
Palais de Justice
1000  Brussels
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And  a  woman wearing  a  toga
Women in court and women in the university:  a h?omen has been appointed
academic secretary to the Louvain Catholic Unive:rsity's Faculty of Law.
The first  $/oman to wear this  a.cademic gornm -  the toga - will  be Professor
Nicole Jeanmart.
Useful address:  Facult6 de D,roit
Universit6 Catholique de Louva.in
1348  Louvain  la  Neuve
FRANCE
A  woman at  the Academv of  Science
For the first  time since its  foundation in  L666, the Acad6mie des Sciences
has welcomed a woman in its  ranks:  Mrs. Yvonne Choquet-Bruhat, a physicist.
Neither of her forerunners in the field  of scienr:e, Marie Curie and Irdne
Joliot  Curie, had been admitted even though they were both winners of the
Nobel Prize.
Of the five  Academies  making up the "Institut  de France", only two have
admitted women up to now: the t'Acad6mie des Insr:riptions et Belles-1ettres"
(the Academy of Letters) , of uhich Mrs. Jacquelirre de Romilly has been
a member since L975, and the "Aead6mie des Sciences Morales et Politiquestt
(Academy of Moral and Political  Science), of which Mrs. Suzanne Bastid has
been a member since 1971.
As far  as thetAcaddmie Frangaise"  is  concerned, :lt appears that Mrs.
Marguerite Yourcenar will  be elected in the spring.
Useful address:  Institut  de  France
23,  Quai Conti
7 5006  Par i s
The  names of  husbands  and  wives
In reply to a parliamentary question, the Ministr:r of Justice gave the
following explanation:  ttAs the 1aw now stands, marriage has no effect  on
the names of a husband and wife;  each one contirlues to bear the name shown
in his or her birth  certificate,  and public offii:ials  are forbidden to
call  them by another name.
ttNevertheless,  the law allows each of the couple to make use of his or her
spousets ndnie for the affairs  of everyday 1ife,  either instead of or in
addition to his or her own surname.
rrCurrent legislation gives very broad scope for taking the expressed
intentions of the parties into account in matterri of their  names."
This is official  confirmation that it  is habit, ttot law, that makes a
woman exchange her ovm name for her husbandrs.
Useful address:  MinistEre  de 1a Justice
13, Place Vend6me
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Discrimination  on the  grounds of  sex
The Socialist group has submitted a bill  to the French Senate designed to
combat discrimination  on the grounds of sex, along the lines of the law
against racial  discriminaLion.
If  the bill  becomes law, it  will  be possible to take criminal proceedings
against those "provoking discrimination, hatred or violence against a
person or group of persons by reason of their  origin,  THEIR SEX or their
membership or non-membership of any given ethnic group, nation, race or
religiontt.
As in the case of racialism,  represenEative bodies will  be entitled  to
bring civil  proceedings in criminal cases.
rn the preamble to the bill,  the thought expressed by condorcet is  quoted:
"The rights of men arise solely from the fact that they are sentient beings,
capable of acquiring moral ideas and reasoning  from those ideas.  Thus,
women having these same qualities necessarily have equal rights."
Useful address:  S6nat  Frangais
Palais du Luxembourg
75006  Paris
Womenr s  Mercury
"Le Mercure des Fennnest' is  the title  of a new publication being brought out
in France, intended to beitthe expression of a friendship which it  is  hoped
will  be strengthened between woments groups in Africa and woments  groups
in France and -  why not? -  in the Europe of tomorrowtt.
In the editorial  for  the first  issue, Marcelle Devaud (who represents France
on the United l'lations Committee on  woments status) writes to her ttAfrican
sisters":  "Both in your own land And in ours, when it  comes to the innnense
mass of women, despite all  the official  laws and regulations, despite all
the conventions that have been ratified,  there are still  so many prejudiees
to overcome, so many behaviour patterns -  both male and female -  to modify;
in your land, the 1aw of custom, undoubtedly enriching but at the same
time r,,rith stultifying  effects;  in our 1and, the attitudes entrenched  for
centuries and stereotyped concepts which act as unwritten law."
Marcelle Devaud concludes: I'May our associations, through the message of
this  new-born bulletin,  harmoni.ze their  efforts  so that together we can
work towards a more humareworldtt.
Useful address:  Le Mercure des Femmes
12, Rue du Quatre-Septembre
7 5402  Paris
Based on a proposal by the Minister for  Womenrs Status, the French Govern-
ment has decided that mothers may enroll in university merely on the strength
of an examination to test their  abilities,  a right  that is  already held by
all  wage-earners.
These unusual women students can obtain the I'first  stage diplomattby taking
a course over a longer period than the two years allowed to ordinary students.
Ministbre d616gu6 b. la Condition f6minine
39-43 Quai Andr6 Citro6n
/)ur)  rarls
Enrolling  in  university  without  formal  qualifications
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Wives  in  family  businersses
The "Comit6. du Travail F€ninin" -  Committee for llomenrs  Employment  -  has
completed a major survey of the problems encountered by women working with
their  husbands in their  farnily concern, trade or professional work but
not shourn in official  statist:Lcs or considered to be working women in  the
eyes of the law.
Despite the statistical  and lr:gal vagueness  surrounding their: status, it
is  estimated that there are about 1.2 million  such !/omen in France, in
other words 2O7. of married  women who work.  A lerrge proportion of those
women are engaged in part-time work (352, comparerd with 23.52 of women in
employment  in general), and at the same time fian1r ftsv" to work very long
hours (557. ot such women work more than 45 hours a week, compared with
L4.27. of women in outside emplloyment).
The Cornnrittee points out that the present and future resources of these
ttaidestt are determined more by the quality of therir marriage than by the
economic contribution they malie through their work.  In shor:t, the extent
to which they "share in the pr:ofits" depends mainly on their  husbands'
goodwi11.
In the survey conclusions,  thel Conurittee puts forward several proposals,
the most inportant of which is; that the wives of self-employed  men should
be given a lega1 occupalional status so that they' can become co-entrePreneurs
or co-traders.  Some women, howeverr. do not want this  status and they should
be entitled to become a r^7age-€,arner within the f amily business.
The Cosunittee also proposes that spouses of persons not in salariejd employment
should enjoy the benefits of prrofessronal represerntation; for  instance,
by registering with a trade register as is  already the case with women
traders.  Another recomrnendation is  that the co:n.tribution  made by the
wives of self-employed personsi should be recognized for tax purposes  and
that greater emphasis should be placed on their  social rights  (at the time
of maternity and retirement irr particular).
Useful address:  Comit6 du  Travail  F6minin
l,  Place de Fontenoy
7 5700  Paris
St.opping  and  starting  work
Evelyne Sullerot, member of thre Economic and Social Cormnittee, has dravrn up
a report on vocational guidance and training on behalfof the Ministry of
Employnent.
One of its  main theresis the lot  of women who r.rorrld like  to start  work
again.  In her conclusions, Eivelyne Sullerot calls for  clearer information
on the job opportunities for  such r.romen and detailed discussions with
counsellors to obtain a realistic  picture of fhe:Lr capabilities and the
nature of their expectations.  Evelune Sullerot would also like  specialist
departments to retain contact with them after they have gone back to work
to find out more about the problems which arise once they are reinstated.
Useful address:  Ministbre du. Travail et de la ]?art'ceipation
1, Place de Fontenoy
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RMANY
Women and the  University
The proportion of female students has been rising  steadily:  while 362 of
the total  student body in Germany are vromen, 4IZ of students enrolling for
the first  time in the 1979 academic year were girls.
Despite this  general progress, female students still  tend to take up what
have traditionally  been "girlst  subjects".  Two women students out of
three enroll in faculties that lead to the teaching profession.  0n1y in
the fine arts faculties is  there a tendency towards parity between  the
sexes.  In 1aw, medicine and dentistry,  the number of women students is
growing slowly, but students at faculties  leading to careers in engineering
stil1  number only 1Z girts.
Useful address:  Bundesamt fiir  Statistik
Pressestelle
62  hliesbaden
Women and  the Mass Media
The audience sitting  in front of the television set consists of 532 women,
but the people behind the screen, the producers and creators of progralmes,
are still  men. The ABD and ZDF television channels employ no more thart L27.
women scriptwriters and no woman holds a more senior position,  such as
progranme controller  or head h'riter.  The situation is  no better in  the
radio networks.
Many women find their  careers disappointing as they see less qualified men
promoted over their  heads, points out Angelika Gardiner-Sirtl, who works
with Bayerischer Rundfunk. Prejudice and stereotyped ideas will  never
change if  radio and TV broadcasting is without exception dominated by men.
Every day, the unilateral  ideas held by millions of people on the role of
men and women in society are reinforced by the media.
t1:t'
Useful addresses : Angelika Gardiner-Sirt1
Bayerischer  Rundfunk
8000  Munich
Helga Dierichs
Hessischer Rundfunk
6200 Wiesbaden
Mad am President
The jurist,  Ingrid Mathdus (FDP-Liberal), has been elected president of
the Bundestag Finance CommitEee. Well knovm for her conrnitment to the
bill  to do away with discrimination against women, Ingrid Mathiius has
taken over from Lieselotte Funcke (a fellow member of FDP), who has left
to take up the appointment  of Minister of Economic Affairs  for  the Land of
Rhineland  /North  I,Jes tphal ia.
Useful address:  FDP -  Bundestagfraktion
Bundeshaus
53000  Bonn I
The  Protestant  Church
Two women have been eLected to the fourteen-member Protestant Church
.Crruncil, both of them university professors.
Women are making up a growing portion of the student
faculties of theology -  over 302.  They are allowed
and have the same rights and opportunities  as men in
re1igious eonrnunity.
body at Protestant
to become ministers
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Girls  and vocational  training
The efforts being made by the Federal Minister oE Education fo provide
more opportunities for girls  t.o take the vocational training  courses that
have been the traditional  presierve of boys are b,earing fruit.  This table
shows the number of girls  by eomparison with the total  number of trainees
in major sectors of vocational. training in  1976, L977 and 1978.
Useful address: Bundesminist-erium  fiir  Bildung uLnd Wissensclraft
Abtei lung Off entlichtkeirs arbeit
5300  Bonn.  I
Permanent  respons ib i1 ity
A man who divorces, remarries and devotes his time not t{l a paid job
but to bringing up the children of his second marriage is  stj"ll  responsible,
for the financial maintenance of his children by the first  marriage, accord.-
ing to a judgment delivered by the Supreme Court of Federal Germany (refer-
ence IV ZR 96/78, 7.IL.L979)
Useful address: Bundesgeri chtshof
Kar 1 sruhe
Housewives t  wages
Should a woman who spends her time on domestic tersks be paid a wage, and
what form should it  take?  The issue is  stil1  bering debated in Federal
Germany. Marlies Jutsch, who is  responsible for: questions r:elating to
womenrs status, thinks that a wife should receivel half her husbandts wage
packet.  The German tax system assists householcls in which the wife does
not have a job by granting an allowance; thehighelr the husband's earnings,lhe
larger the allowance.  A husband with an annual income of D14.150,000,
for  instance, can deduct an a-Llowance of DM.12,000 in respect of his wife
at the time of naking his tax return.
Anke Fuchs, Secretary of Statr: for Employment,  hets asked whether it  would
not be possible for the tax ar.rthority to pay the tax benefit to which a
wife has given rise direct to her.
Useful address:  Marlies Kutsch
Bundesminisllerium fi.ir Familie, Jugend und Gesundheit
5 3  Bonn I_
Anke Fuchs
BundesministE.erium filr  Arbeit und Sozialordrlung
53  Bonn  I
L97 6 r97 7 1978
total 01  r  t c E;i;1lci;1; total girls
Engineering  (automobile)
Engineering  (general)
Electrical
Telecorrnunicat ions
Paint
Carpentry
7 3 ,284
LL,243
50,702
11,011
27 ,3Lr
26,48L
84
30
t23
197
264
80 ,373
rL,322
46,533
10,305
30,048
30,079
L1.4
34
OJ
187
343
'382
88 ,633
11,680
48,6L4
12,011
34,37O
25,L39
208
r02
105
255
ozl
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IRELAND
A warning to forergn  compan].es
The Womenr s Rights Work Group of the Socialist Party has written to the
Employment Equality Agency to complain that it  is not using its  powers to
institute  investigations into discriminatory  work practices adequately.
The open letter  to the Agencyrs chief,  Sylvia Meehan, refers specifically
to discrimination in facto'ries established by foreign companies under the
sponsorship of the Industrial Development Authority.  Joyce Sarkies,
secretary to the Womenrs Rights Work Group, would like  to see all  new
companies setting up in Ireland formally notified  of the law in respect
of the equality of women in  employment  matters.
Useful address:  Joyce Sarkies, Women's Rights Work Group
The Socialist Partv
23 Essex Quay
Dublin  2 P.0.  Box 806
State  pays up  in  family  1aw cases
For  the  first  time,  a court has ruled that the State should pay the
legal costs and expenses of both a husband and a wife who are opposing
parties in a family law case.  Up to now, couples taking their  family
disputes to the High Court in Ireland faced minimum costs of tl,000,  and
this  fact alone meant that access to a fair  hearing was denied them.
The European Court of Human Rights had already conceded a claim by Mrs.
Josie Airey for free legal aid from the State.  Even so,  the Minister
for Justice has not yet introduced his promised free 1ega1 aid scheme for
family law eases. The Irish  High Court judge has jumped the gun by making
his ruling and the Attorney Generalts office  has decided not to oppose
applications for  costs from either the wife or the husband.
Mat erni ty  I eave
Ireland is  now set to usher in maternity leave legislation by the end of
1980.
Although the details of proposed legislation  have yet to be published,
recent decisions of the lrish  Labour Court have given some idea of the
shape of the law:  at least twelve weekst maternity leave on full  pay and
a guarantee that the job will  be kept open after a further period of unpaid
1eave.
The Labour Court does not usually reconrnend  in favour of claims that have
not been generally conceded in industry, but over the past few years the
public services and semi-state bodies have agreed to maternity leave claims
along these lines and it  seems that the trend is being adopted by the
private sector.
Nevertheless, the arrangements5till fa11 short of the hopes of the lrish
Congress of Trade Unions: forty  weeksr maternity 1eave, including 13 weeks
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Discrimination  against  women?
Is the Nationality and Citizenshrip Act 1956 uncons,ritutional? It  is  being
challenged in the lrish  High Cou:rt by a Pakistani-l5orn professional  squash
player and his Irish-born wife.
The couple claim that the act is; discriminatory, as a man who is  an alien
cannot become an Irish  citizen  c,n marrying an Irislh woman, although the
reverse is not the case.  Judgnrent has been reserued.
Women in the  educat ional, system
Qut of a rnillion teachers in Italian  schools, about 707. of l^romen. Thrs rs
one of the figures mentioned in rhe report on wome:n.ts status just  published
by the Italian  Ministry of Public Education, in cooperation  with the
Istituto  dell'Enciclopedia  ltaliana  (Italian  Encyclopaedia Institute) .
According to the report, the growing number of wome,n bringing up their
children on their  ovrn and the aeipirations of women towards a better standard
of living  are the two main reasons why there are sc' many women in  education
in particular and in the world of work in  general.
ttWoman of the  Yeartt
The St. Vincent international pr:ize forttthe  woman of the year" has been
launched in Rome. The jury  corrsists of the wives of ambassadors accredited
to the Quirinale, the seat of Italyrs  President.  The prize is  intended
to give recognition to a l,roman vrho has distinguisherd herself in her
activities,  whatever the field  i.n which they are exerted.
The first  recipient of the priz<> is  a Senegalese doctor, M. Th. Basse,
the direetor of an institute  of food technology in Dakar. M. llh. Basse
has done notable work on variousi plans of action to improve the 1ot of
African women, who have a vital. part to play in  ther campaign against hunger.
Useful address:  rtI,a donna delli.rannott -  Comitato promotore
c/o SITAV, Via Felice Cavallotti,  36
00152  Rome
progress  report  on the  r:qua1 rights  1ar^t
Mr. Scotti, the Employment Minir;ter, has introducedl a preliminary  review
of the application of "Law 902'r which, in pursuancer  of the EEC directive,
established the principle that rren and women are equal in  their: working
lives.  According to the minister, Italy  is  graduzrlly moving t-owards its
proper application.  Although the statistics  are few and far  tretween, it
is  apparent that nany women harre been given jobs ernd promotiorrs  from
which they would have been excluded had the law on equal opportunities  not
been passed.
There are stil1  many shady areas, especially in  Southern Italy  in agricul-
ture, where equal pay is far  from being the ru1e.  One of the r:easons is
that women lack the job qualifir:ations, but they ar:e becoming j-ncreasingly
aware of their rights and are br:tter able to enforce them.
Useful address:  Ministero del Lavoro
Via Flavia 6
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LUXEMBOURG
Meter maids
0n1y a few mc'rnths have gone by since the city  of Luxembourg's traffic
control department hired ten or so girls  to help their male colleagues to
teach drivers good parking manners.  Since that time, uniformed girls,
notebook and pen in hand, have been seen doing their  rounds almost every-
where.  If  drivers thought they could get away with it  because the girls
were novices, they nere mistaken.  Experience has shown that they are far
more thorough and unyielding than their  colleagues  i^rhen it  comes to giving
tickets and that any attempt to reach attfriendLy sokitionttis  of no avail.
Useful address:  Ville  de Luxembourg
Cormnissariat Central de Police -  Service Parkine
Until  death  do  us  Dart
The number of divorces in  the Grand Duchy has been growing steadily year by
year.  The deep-rooted causes of divorce are a matter of great concern,
as revealed by the file  compiled by a group of young progressive Christians
published in their  magazine, Forum.  The publication has already caused a
great deal of ink to flow because of the issues it  has tackled with unusual
vigour -  for  exampJ-e, the drug problem in Luxembourg  and the prison system.
This account of "divorce Luxembourg-style" is  probably  the  first
serious and searching analysis of the subject.
Statistics  first:  whereas the number of marriages that take place every
year is more or less constant at about 21200, the number of divorces has
increased almost three-fold over the past ten years, from 199 in  1970 to
533 in 1978.  Another trend is  that children are no longer considered
by so many as a reason for not divorcing.  Since 1950, divorces of couples
with children have been rising.  At the same time, the age of couples whose
marriages break down has been falling:  in  1976, for  instance,  5O7" of
divcrced women were under 31.  Approximately  302 of divorces are by mutual
consent, especially since the major reform of. L975 which made this  type
of separation easier.  The file  ends with a detailed insight on divorce
in civil  1aw and in  church 1aw, and its  compilers leave the final,,wo-rd to
the union representing divorced women, Unifred.
The aim ot this  group, formed i.n L977, is  to defend the material and moral
interests of divorced women and to fight  for  the creation of anttalimony
fund" to subsidize women who have been  by their husbands. The
existence of the group is  evidence that divorce reform has not solved all
the problems but that there is  still  plenty to do to provide women with
greater security in  society.
Useful address:  Unifred
11 C, Rue Beaumont
T ,,...,-1-  ^,,  -  ^ !uAErrruuur  6 te1.  298 B8
Feminist  buses?
The City of Luxembourg  has purchased t\,Jo nev/ buses that strike a new note
in the country.  They are t'articulated busest', as used in neighbouring
countries for  some time.  The real novelty' however, is  that Ehought has
been devoted to women, and mothers in particular.  Before now, it  has been
i.mpossible to take a pram into a busl  the new articulated models have a
special entrance more easily negotiated by prams.
Useful adCress:  Vil1e de Luxembourq  -  Service Autobus.
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NETHERLANDS
Emancipation;  a new look
The "Emancipatie-Konrnissie"  -  the Emaneipation  Co:rrnission -  founded in
December L974 for a five year period is  soqr to dr:part from the Dutch
political  scene, to be replaced by the t'Emancipatie-Raadtt,  or Emancipation
Council.  This new body, with about 30 members, is  to be set up in  1980,
as soon as Dutch Parliament  has given its  consent to the bil1.
Each ministry will  be under an obligation to consult the Council on all
important decisions associated with the emancipation of women and men.
Select.ed for  their  special knowledge of the subjr:ct of emancipation,  the
members of the Council should meet on one or two days a week to work on
the new body.  Care will  be taken to ensure thaL the main social and
philosophical schools of rhought are represented  on the Emancipatie-Raad.
Mrs. Jeltien Kraaijeweld-Wouters,  Secretary of State for Culture, Leisure
and Social Action, who has responsibility for  emtlncipation problems,  has
asked the Commission to keep working until  its  srrccessor is  established.
Useful address:  Ministerie van Cultuur, Recreatie en Maastschappelijk  Werk
Steenvoordelaan, 370
Rij swijk  (South Holland)
Women carpenters
In  the  eastern  part  of the Netherlands, a fit:m working on heavy timber
carpentry for the building trade was short of marrpower and was finally
persuaded by the regional employment office  to t:rke on women in this
traditionally  male line of work.
In looking for applicants, the office  quickly fou:nd that many girls  would
like  to work with timber.  It  is  now trying to establish a specific
training programme, in conjunction with the techrrical training  schools.
In the same spirit,  the employment office  at Almelo has asked the local
authorities to consider girls  and young l^romen for: jobs as janitors  and
ushers.
Useful address: Gewestelijk Arbeid sbureau
Bellavistastraat  1
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UNITED  KINGDOM
Married  Women and  the  Inland  Revenue
After years of agitation,  the Inland Revenue has f,inal1y agreed that married
wonen may be taxpayers in their  own right.  It  has agreed to write direct
to a married woman about her ov,rn tax affairs  instead of addressine her
through her husband, as has been the case up to now.
A delegation from the Equal Opportunities  Commission has also met  Sir
Geoffrey  Howe, Chancellor of the Exchequer, to press for a tax teform that
will  do away with all  discrimination against women in tax matters.
Even now, any income earned by a married woman is  considered to be her
husband's income for  the purpose of tax.
Useful addresses:  Equal Opportunities  Commission
Commission  House
20, Grosvenor Hill
London W1X OHX
Local  Inland  Revenue 0ffices
Head Office -  Somerset  House
The Strand
London  WC2
The weight  of  tradition
Even when there is  a shortage of skilled  labour in industryr as in  the
case of the chemical industry, women stil1  find it  hard to gain acceptance.
Both educational bias and employers I attitudes ;are at fau1t.
This is  one of the conclusions of a working party organized by the Manpower
Services  Conrnission  and the Equal Opportunities  Cornrnission.
Baroness Lockwood, chairman of the Equal Opportunities  Conrnission,  has
urged training  organizati-ons and employers to make greater use of grants
available from the Community  Social Fund to train  women overr 25 in non-
traditional  work.  While some money has been used for  this  purpose, EOC
feels that a good deal more could be achieved.
Useful addresses:  Manpower Services  Cormnission (Pn3)
Selkirk House
166 High Holborn
London WClV 6PF
Equal Opportunities  Conrnission
Overseas  House
Quay Street
Manchester M3 3HNWomen of Europe - no. 13 -  January/February 1980 _- P. 20
MILITANT ACTII/ITIES
INTERNATIONAL  ORGANIZATIONS
Country women the  world  over
Mr. Carstens, President of the Federal Republic of Germany,
be the patron of tle  tr"6th Congress of the Associ;tted  Country
World which is to start  on 13 May next in Hamburg.
The inaugural session, as well as the National Day of German
will  be attended by 11300 women from all  over the world and
from every corner of Germany.
Useful address:  Deutscher La.ndfrauenverband  e.1/.
Godesberger Allee L42-148
5300  Bonn 2
has agreed to
tr{omen of the
Country Women,
,i ,500 women
The  Four th  World
The international movement, "A.ide i, Toute D6tresse (ATII) Quart Monde" -
SOS Fourth World -  has brought out a "white paper on the children of the
Fourth World", in French, English, German, Spanish and ltalian.  What is
the Fourth World? It  is  the u'orld of poverty, o1[ shanty towns. In EEC
countries alone there are four million  such ttchi.Ldren of poverty".  The
white paper lets  them speak in their  own words: t'In this district,  nowhere
smells goodtt; "People should give us some real  rspace -  space in the school,
in the library,  and then everywhere".
Useful address:  ATD Ouart Monde
107, Avenue du G6n6ra1 Leclerc
95480  Pierrelay*e  (Francel)
Businesswomen  at  the  top
The next official  event on the calendar of the world association of women
heads of companies -'tsenrnes Chefs dtEntreprises  l,londia1es" -  is  a congress
at Las Palmas (Canaries) in June next on the therne of "Too much leisure:
progress or decline of our civilization?",
The assoeiation would like  to hear from women at the head of business,
whether or not they have formed themselves into groups, in Denmark, Ireland,
Greece, Chi1e, Turkey, Japan and Switzerland.  r\ny information will  be
gratefully received by the chairwoman, Mrs. A. Drrtry,
Useful address:  Les Fermnes Chefs drEntreprises  Mondiales
Boulevard  G6n6ra1 Wahis, 15
1030 Brussels
International  Woment s Tribune  Centre
Following the meeting in Mexico and in preparatir:n for  the meeting in  Copen-
hagen, the International Womenrs Tribune Centre .Ls publishing a quarterly
bulletin  addressed mainly to women in  the developing nations.  Names and
addresses, accounts of experience, advice on ways of obtaining grants from
international organizations: the bulletin  is a iguide for: women in  search
of solidarity.
Useful address: International Women  I s
Sixth Floor, 305 East
Tribune Centre, Inc.
46th Strr:et
New York. N.Y. 10017Women of Europe * no. 13 -  January/February 1980 - p. 2l
Copenhage!: -the  alternative  forum
The United Nations conference on women j.s to be held in  Copenhagen in  the
second hal,f of Julv 1980.
A paratr-lel forum will  take place in the same city,  at which the same points
wi1l. be discussed as those on the U.N. c-onference  agenda: emplo1'rnent,
health and training.
A secretariat for non-government organizations  which enjoys consultative
slatus with the United Nations has been asked to plan ihe forum in New
York.
The secretar:ia.t  is  headed by Eiisabe.th Palner.  A committee has been set
up, consisting of representatives  of the organization provi.ding support to
women in developing  countries, to help with the practical arrangements
( see Women  a f Eurrrpe no .  I 1 17 9) .
In view of the general interest aroused by the conference and forum,
the organizers have asked everyone concerned to arrange their  accommodation
befor:e they arrive in the Danish capital,.
Useful address:  Elisabeth Patrmer, Convener
Room 574, 600 Lexington Avenue
New York City, N.Y. 10022.
f-;;;,,, " 
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Premature birtl-rs
Every year,9,000 babies are born prematurely in  Belgium and only a quarter
manage to overcome the handicap without major or minor problems.  It  is
estimated today that  pLemature births  could be avoided rn 60% to 652
of cases.
These are the r+orrying figures published by Vie F6minine, a Christian
workerst education movement, in a booklet (Bel.h.100)  used as the basis
for a svrnoosium on the theme of premature births.
Compulsory and more accessible ante-natal checks, lighter  work, the
provision of better information and greater participation on the part of
the father-to-be during pregnancy: Vie F6minine  suggests practica1 i+ays
of preventing "inequality beginning even before birth".
UscIuI irddress:  Vie  F6minine
111 Rue de la  Poste
1030  Brussels
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Making  a  fresh  start
"For those women who want to BEGIN AGAIN, with more self-confidence,
improving their  relations with others and finding fresh meaning in their
lives,  looking at the world with new eyesrtt, the eentre known as t'Repartirtt
-  ttstart Afreshtt -  is  organLzing ttlaunchingtt courses and courses on Itpreparation for responsibilitytt, with the help of the European Social Fund.
Recognized and encouraged by the authorities,  the centrers work is nol
restricted to organizing courses, but it  retains contact with women once
they have found a new job.  It  is  of interest that unemployed wornen who
attend the courses are not required to t'clock in" daily at the employment
exchange, the normal practice for  the jobless in  Belgium.
Useful address;  Repartir
242, Avenue Albert
1180  Brussels
In t ermed ium
The adult  training  centre,  Intermedium,  organizes special meetings
for women suffering from isolation,  so that they can analyze their  olm
situation together and look for  solutions.
Intermedium also holds meetings on specific themes such as sociability,
working among women and the history of the women''s movement in Flanders.
Useful address:  Intermedium
Mechelse Straat 134
3000  Leuven
Social  security
Social security is  a complex system that was buil-t up at a time when a
woman was sti1l  totally  dependent on her husband,,  Now that things have
changed it  is  a matter of urgency that all  the rules and regulations be
scrutinized to find ways of eliminating all  forms; of discrimination.  This
job has in faet been done by women in the Christi-an Socialist Party and
a working group, "Vrouw en Maatschappijtt  (woman and society), from the
Flernish Christian Socialist Party.
The outcome has been two separate working documents with the same objective:
doing away with inequality,  In addition, a bill  has already been submitted
to Parliament along these lines by Mrs. Miet Smet, a Flemish Christian
Socialist  M.P.
Useful addresses: Vrouw en Maatschappij -  CVP
Tweekerkenstraat  4l
I 040 Brussels
The daily  life  of  women farmers
Women farmers have to rely on themselves first  for  their  own personal
development: "good organization is  the woman farrnerts key to liberationtt.
Nevertheless, the professional unions representirrig women on the land -
Unions Professionnelles Agricoles F6minines or U.lP.A.F. -  is  calling  for
a service that will  provide someone to step in arrd run the farm if  a
woman farmer needs time off.  In addition,  childi care units should fit
in better with the hours worked by women on the land.
Useful address:  U.P.A.F., Rue A. Dansaert 94-9(
1000  Brus sels
.Femmes PSC
lRue des Deux-Eglises 4l
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Womenr s  seminars
The  association  called "Le Caf6 des Femmes" in Libge is holding six
seminars in which the subject6 to be tackled range from professional
work to second dass citizenship, from relations among women to the field
of the arts.
The se-minars are cleverly devised in that they combine talks,  filrns, plays,
round table discur;sions  and analytical groups linked with each theme.
Beginning on 1l Januai:y, the sesslons are to continue until  12 April.
Useiul address :  Le Caf € des l'errunes
E, Rue Nagelmackers
4000 LiDge
An appeal  from  Belgian  housewives
The "Association  des Fermnes au Foyer" in Belgium is  already in touch with
its  French counterpart association supporting women in the home, the
"Association  pour le Soutien et la Promotion  de la Fenrne au Foyer", and
the llDeutsche Hausfrauengewerkschafttt  in Germany, all  three of which have
comnon goals.  To extend their  range of action even wider and to involve
all  European \domen in the home, the Belgian association is  launching an
appeal to all  similar groups in the other countries, asking them to make
themselves known with a view to eooperation.
Useful address:  Association des Femmes au Foyer
200, Rue de Linthout
1040  Brussels
Women ar chi t ec t s
Th,: I'Unie van Vrouwen Architekten van Be1gi6" is  a very youthful organization
of women architects, but its  membership already includes one out of ten
women working as architects in Belgium. In their  discussions, thought and
exchange of ideas and help, the members do not want to limit  their  contacts
to their  colleagues but would like  to  talk  with other woments  groups
on subjects such as town planning, housing and open space.
Useful addresses: Dita Roque-Gourary
Rue Faider, 67
1050  Brus se1 s
Ernrny Meeus-Bos  saert s
Ter Rivierenlaan  191
2100  Deurne
A  new  event
A new arrival  on the Belgian market, the weekly magazine called LrEvAnement
devotes a double page spread every week to the "new woman", under the
title  of "topical  is sues" .  Isabelle Collowald  records the short-
comings and the progress made in the status of women in the European
Cournuni ty.
Useful address:  LrEvdnement
8, Rue des Drapiers
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Farrieration of Housewives  I Associations
Samvirkende Danske Hulsholdnirrgsforeninger  -  the Danish Federation of
Housewivesr  Associations -  hasi about 15r000 members, essentially living
in the councry, who have joined 230 local associa.tions. Founded in  1921,
the Federation has as its  aim "to work for  the irnrprovement of man and
woman in the home and in societyt'.  A member of the Danske Kvinders
Nationalraad (the National Danish Women's Council), the Federation is
affiliated  to the Nordic Association of Countrv lalomen and the Associated
Country Women of the World.
It  employs twelve household consultants  and publishes a monthly magazine
as well as an annual report orr its  activities.  These are numerous and
not unoriginal:  film  shows, l.ectures, debates, round table discussions,
courses, study groups, exhibitions,  parties, etc.  No fewer than 105,000
people took part in the activi.ties organized by the consultants over the
past year:  information  providled by the consulta.nts on food, health,
housing, economics, the famil.y, etc.;  debates c,n subjects Iinked with
life  in society such as the role of men and wome:n, employment and demo-
cracy, or with cultural  subjects (literature,  the mass media), or with
international affairs  such as developing nations and the lot  of women and
refugees.
The New Year message to the members of the Federation from it.s national
chairwoman,  Ester Frandsen, gi-ves some idea of its  dynamic energy. This
is  how Ester Frandsen sunrnariz:es its  work over th.e Internatic,nal  Year of
the Child:
"We had set up a committee to plan our action during the Year of the
Child.  This conrnittee publisrhed a booklet entitled  "Focus on the Child",
designed for use by discussiorL  and study groups. It  has been i.nvery great
demand in our own and-ii.n outside  organizations. Our consultants  based
a good deal of their work on the theme of children:  food, educational
toys, sweets and health, etc.  We also organize,C several competitions for
children.
ttMany of our activities  were organized with. the help of nurses
visiting  young mothers in thei.r homes, and with the schools and other bodies.
ttAt all  our large meetirLgs, we distributed or sold information
leaflets on children.  Althourgh we still  do not have all  the figures,  I^/e
know that we have sold books and leaflets  discussing children and child
behaviour to a value of over 181000 cro\,rns. At our last  annual meeting,
we collected a sum of 11000 crowns, which we gave to UNICEF to channel to
the children in Nepal.
"In one of our districtsl,  members knitted smal1 squares and made up
patchwork blankets for Mother Teresa. The first  batch of 49 blankets
was sent off.  Then the ideeL caught on with other members and as of
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t'In another district,  our rnembers  alsc, got busy r,ritl-r their  needles
and the things they produced were sold direc.tly or were raffled.  This
meant that i+e could send 1.500 cror,ms to Mother Teresa."
ttDur:ing the year to comertt declares Ester Frandsen, ttwe are to
corrtinue iooking into a whole range of questions.  Work does not stop as
t-he Year of lhe Child draws to a close."
Ester Franilsen ended by urging mernbers to tackle a new problem that is
particularl.y  topicaJ, in Denmark this year:  how to save energy.,.
FRANCE
The_ European  Movement
The European Movementrs Womenrs Committee has arranged a meeting between
French women members of European Parliament from three of the four parties
that have won seats and about fifty  different  woments associations  and
\romen representatives  of unions and political  movements that have come
together on a commi-ttee for  liaison  and information on European questions.
Dur:ing this  encounter,  Mrs. Louise Weiss said that she had received more
than a thousand letters  following her inaugural speech at Strasbourg
aL the c,pening of European Parliament.  A large numbel came from \{omen
whr: expressed their  deep concern for  the future of our civilization.
According to Mrs. Weiss, the task that European women might set themselves
might be to help to bring about an awareness of European identity.  Are we
Europeans? In what way are we Europeans?
The meeting brought about by the Woment s Committee is  a1i the more important
in thal -  according to French electoral- 1aw -  France is  a single large
constituency"  Ihis makes it  difficult  for members of European Parliament
to give alt account of how they are carrying out their  European mandate
r-", -,.^f  {,-^  rh^i  r  n'l anrn*o  ".  i-  the  case  of  ttreir  colleagues  in  national u-y  lilucLf  !rL;  LllEl  L  <  IELLUI  r  r  aD  rrr  L
parliaments.
Useful address: Organisation frangaise du Mouvement europ6en
Commission f6minine
24 Rue Feydeau
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Secretaries  get  organized
The "Association Frang.aise  ders Secr6taires et Assistantes  de Direetion" -
the French association of secretaries and person,al assistants -  founded  and
presided by Mrs. Jacqueline  PeLillot has the ambirion of winning real  and
specific status for its  members, a status that drces not depend on the
arbitrary whims of an employer'.
A.F.S.A.D. has embarked upon research on traininlg for  secretari-aL  careers
and is to suggest changes that could be made to rrpgrade this  training  and
make it  better suited to the type of office work that exists today.
Useful address:  A.F.S.A.D.
7, Rue R6my de Gourmont
75015  Paris
Womenfs unionization
At a congress of the international  federation of free unions held in Madrid
on the theme of rreducational innovation,  the key to changes in woments
employmenttt, a few interesting, statisties  on ![omr3n and the unions were
quoted by Paulette Hofman, ther federation secretiary to the Force Ouvridre
union and chairwoman of the CLSL-SPI consultativra committee on questions
of women at work.
ttOver the past four or five  years, the figures have showr that women are
acounting for a growing portion of union membership.  The case of  Ehe T.U.C.
in Great Britain is  perhaps the most typical:  in  1968, ir  had 11767,OOO
I4romen members. Today it  has 3r4IL,000, i.e.  28.77. of its  membership. Over
a period of ten years, the proportion of women members of CISL (the
International Confederation of Free Trade Unions.) has doubled, rising  from
lLZ to almost 23%.
Useful address:  Force Ouvridre
198 Avenue du Maine
7 5680  Paris  C6dex I4
The high  cost  of  working
"Antoinette", the woments magazine  produced by the Conf6d6ration  G6nerale
du Travail (C.G.T. -  General Confederation of Labour), has pointed out in
a recent article  that a woman who is both married and holds down a job is
an anomaly in the context of the tax and social riecurity system.
Antointette takes the example of a bachelor earnil:ng a net wage of  h.6,000
a month. At the end of the year, he will  have to pay tax of h.L2,924.
If  he marries, he will  pay only h.6,703: in othe:: words, he saves ft.6,22L
a year or h.518 a month.
If  his wife has a job and earns h.4,000 a month, the couple will  have to
pay h.18,968, This means that a wife's job in fact costs Ft.12,265 a year,
or h.1,022 a month.
Useful address:  Antoinette
50, Rue Edouard-Pailleron
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P6n61ope
P6n61ope is  the name of a new (not too) academic journal devoted to the
history of women. The theme of the first  issue is  t'women and the presstt.
A history journal, P6n61ope is not designed solely for  women historians but
is  aimed at anyone interested in womentsttplace"  and changes over a period
of time.
Useful address:  P6n6lope
Centre de Recherches Historiques, 54 Boulevard  Raspail
75006  Paris
GERMANY
Frauen  und  Arb ei t
A magazine pub1ished by  the  "woments departmenttr of the German
trade union, Deutscher  Gewerkschaftsbund (DGB), ttFrauen und Arbeitt' (Women
and Work), has brought out an edition devoted to European Parliament.
Maria Weber concludes her editorial  with these words: "What we want is  a
Europe of social progress.  That can be achieved only through the efforts
of the workers -  both women and men -  and only if  they have a mutual esteem
and are able to cooperate.  Europe will  be what we make of it."
Useful address:  Frau und Arbeit -  DGB
Hans-Bdek1 er-Hau s
Diisseldorf
A  sleeping  giant
In the course of a meeting held in Mainz by Deutscher  Frauenrat (the German
Council of Women) on the theme of womenrs role in politics,  Giinter Verheugen,
a member of the German Liberal Party (FDP), compared  woman to a "sleeping
gianttt.
According to Verheugen, participation by women in political  life  is  a
question not of time but of motivation.  He felt  that the number of women
members of political  parties would increase considerably over the next
five years.  If  this  does not happen, we would have to think about a system
of quotas guaranLeeing fair  representation for women on the the partiest
executive bodies.
Useful address:  Deutscher  Frauenrat
Augustastrasse 42
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After  the  European elections
Militants in Deutscher Frauenr:ing (the German vroment s circle)  did outstand-'
ing work in gathering informat.ion  to pave the way' for  the fir"st  European
Parliamentary  election with universal suffrage.  The time for  the post-
mortem is  also the time to mal,re plans.  Nor,r that Parliament has been
elected, Deutsche  Frauenring tras decided to continue training its  leade.rs
who specialize in European matters and also to inrcrease the number of
contacts between local and rep;ional sections and women nembers of European
Parliament.
Deutscher Frauenring is also to pay very special attention to the problem
of immigrant  workers and is  to find out more abou.t other Cornrnon Market
countries, for a berter unders;tanding of their  difficulties  and their
concerns.
Useful address:  Deutscher Fr:auenring E.V.
Ausschuss flir  Europafragen
c/o Ursula llannner, Grabenstrasse  32
7 44I  Unt e.rens ingen
German Socialist  Party:  women in  top  j olbs
At the last party conference of the German Socialists (SPD), seven lnomen
were elected to the party's management comnittee, which has a membership
of forty.  The number of wome,n on the coruuittee is  larger than ever, but
it  stil1  does not reflect  the situation in  the p,arty as a whole: with
women accounting for  252 of its  membership, the proportion in the Socialist
Party is  larger than in any ot.her German politic,al  party.
The SPD women persuaded the conference to accept the prirrciple that
institutions  should be set up to monitor woments equality, to be answerable
direct to the head of governmernt of each Land.
Useful address:  SPD Parteivorstand
Frauenref era.t
Ollenhauerstrasse
53000  Bonn I
I{oman and  Society
Helga Wex, chairwoman of the association of women in  the Christian Democrat
Party (CDU), and +oice-chairwom,an of the Christian Demoerat/Christian
Socialist group in the Bundestag, has proposed that a woments  research
centre be set up under the nam,e of "Frau und Gesellschafttt  (woman and
society).
Dr. Helga Wex has submitted her plan to the Feder:al Chancellor in  Bonn
and to the head of government of each Land.  This inter-disciplinary
centre would conduct 1ega1, economic, psychological, sociological and
political  researeh with a view to finding practical solutions to promote
the equality of women in society.
CDU-Frauenverein  i gung
Konrad-Adenauer-Haus
53000  Bonn I
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A  feminist  first  for  1980
The Irish  Ferninist Information organization has launclied its  first  Itish
Womenr s Diary and Guide Book for  1980 which is  far  from run of the mi1l.
Prepared by 25 women who devoted their  time and skills  on a voluntary basis,
i,ts 224 pages provide information on a wide range of topics, including
sources of legal and financial help, trade unions, woments wages and
energency repair tips.  It  sel1s at a price of f1.75 (+ 102 VAT).
Useful address:  Irish  Feminist Information
45 Elmwood Avenue, Ranelagh
Dublin  6
Women sr^re l1 un10n ranks
Women account for  32% of a1t trade union members, according to the Irish
Congress of Trade Unions, and 512 of the members of white collar  unions.
Of the 606 delegates at last yearts annual conference,  however, fewer than
82 were women, and r:rrly 42 c:t fu1l*time officials  are women. No woman
sits  on the e-xecutive council of Congress or on the executive bodies of
the countryfs two largest unions.
Although the Irish  National Teachers' Oxganizationrs  membership is  707"
female, there are only two \tomen on the eleven-member executive. In the
same way, the Civil  and Public Services Staff Association has a female
membership ot  757. and yet only 5 of the 14 members of its  executive are
women.
Useful address: Irish  Ferninist Federation
8 Marlborough  Street
Dublin  I
Limerick  Batter:ed  Wives 
t Centre  closes  down
The refuge for battered wives in Limerick has been forced to close its  doors.
One of the first  such homes outside Dublin to be opened; for five  years, the
centre"ha. been run by the Limerick branch of the Association for Deserted
and Alone Parents (ADAPT). Condemned as uninhabitable, there are plans
for  a purpose-built centre in the city.
Useful address:  ADAPT
Adapt House, Lower Gerald Griffin  Street
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Virginia  Woolf  Cultural  Centre
Founded in May L979, tlnerrCentro Culturale Virgi,rria Woolf" is  to study the
relations between woman and crrlture.  Since ear'ly January 1980, seminars,
study groups and research grorrps have been working on themes as broad-
ranging as the psychobiology rof sex differences, the slatus of woman and
the family from the 18th centrury to our o\tn time,s, woments work from the
beginnings of industrializati,rn utrtil  today, and woman and domestic'space.
"The majority of women are exr:luded from the forrnation of culture and the
places of cultural production't is  the frank rearion quoted lor  che
deliberate decision to be one'-sided-
Useful address: Centro Cultrrrale Virginia Wooll:
Via de1 Govrlrno Vecchio 39
Rome
A^*^-1  f  ^- Appear  ror  peace
*  "^tt".t  *r  rt*.r*ment  an<l Peace" has been launched by the journal of
the ttComitati Associazioni Fernminilitt  (woment s asisociationst  committees)
on the occasion of an internallional  meeting on dj.sarmament or:ganized by
the World Federation of Veterans, the Internatiorral Confederation  of
Prisoners of War and the European Confederation of Veterans.
Useful address:  11 Giornale dei C.A.F.
Corso Vinzaglio,  14
L0]-2L Turin
Post-surgery  rehabilitat.ion
A group of women who have undr:rgone the surgical removal <lf :r breast has
set up a trcentre for  the rehabilitation  of mastecltomy  patients" as part
of Trieste Universitv. This venture, whose aim is  to help women who
have had or are about to have such surgery, will  take the drama out of
the operation in the eyes of patients and help  them to overcome its
traumatic psychological effects.
Useful address:  Centro di Rilabilitazione  Mastectomizzate
Istituto  di  Semeiotica Chirurgi-ca
Trieste University
An association with the same goals already existsi in Milan, with the name
of "Attive come Primatt (t'as active as beforett).
Useful address:  Attive come Prima
Corso Magenta 63
MilanWomen of
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Today
ttDonneoggitt -  ttwomen of today
for women, a newcomer to the
general Lrend in the BuroPean
to womenr s social, political
from their  "ghetLot'.
Useful address:  Donneoggi
Via Silvio
Milan
" -  is  a monthly information magazine designed
Italian  publishing scene.  Following the
woments press, Donneoggi pays special attention
and professional activities  as they emerge
Pellico 6
The  chi 1d as a  consumer
What do  you eat for  tea?  Who chooses your clothes -  you or your parents?
What make of tennis racket do you use? What make of skis?  What about your
gyn shoes? A questionnaire distributed to schools by the 'rAssocLazione
Nazionale Donne Elettricitt  (national association of women voters) is  designed
to find r:ut how the youthful consumer reacts.
In cooperation with the ttComitato Difesa Consumatorit'  (the consumer protect-
ion committee),  ANDE is  trying to take a closer look at the most significant
aspects of child consumerism. During the symposium on the theme, Anna
Bartolini,  the editor of "Altro  Consumo", spoke of the Pressure brought to
bear on  our cl'rildren by sectors such as the food, toy and clothing industry,
not to speak of the pressure ro use medicines that are not needed. There is
concern  among psychologists, teachers and the representatives  of womenrs
groups: how can parents re:lain their  influence  against all  the tempta-
cions offered to children by advertising  and mass media?
Useful address:  Comitato Difesa  Consumatori
Viale  MontegraPPa  8
Milan
Women I s EmploYment
More than  880,000 women are seeking employment in Italy:  this  is  one
of the most st.riking figures quoted at a symposium on womenrs  employment
organized by rhe Consigtio Nazionale delle Donne Italiane  (National Council
of ltalian  Women) in Verona.
In the course of discussions, the point was made that the growing number of
women in workplaces often leads to a more critical  attitude to working
conditions.  Whereas men had previously learned to put up with poor con-
ditions,  the  new arrivals raise issues such as the humanization of work,
irs  compatibility with family and social  life  and personal growth and
f ulf ilrnent.
Useful address:  C_onsiglio-Nazionale  delIe Donne Italiane  (C.N.D.I')
Via E.0. Visconti 55
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A  televised  rape  trial
ttUn processo per stuprott -  tttr:ial for  rapett -  shown on television was not
a play but a report, produced by woman, on a real. life  trial,  without any
special effects.  Put out at 8.45 in the evening, the peak viewing time,
the film was the subject of sober connent by Ital.ian television critics:
"a prograurne that everybody should see".  In the trial  , the rape victim
was treated by both the defence and some of the public as if  she were the
guilty  party.
The film had already been shor,rn
both countries, the same amazetd
than fiction.
on the French and Belgian TV screens. In
conurent was made: truth really  is  stranger
Adoption  and  childrenrs  rights
The laws on adoption must be reviewed: this  is  the view expressed by
the National Council of Italian  Women in a symposium on adoption and the
rights of the child in EuropeeLn society.
In ltaly,  the laws on adoptionL and affiliation  were formulated at a time
when divorce was still  illegal,  and the very spi:rit of those laws are
affected.  Now that divorce isr possible, the legislation  should be reviewed
to bring it  in line with the c,hanges that have tiaken plaee in Italian
society.
The National Council would lik.e to see the legisLative bodies aceept the
European Charter of the Rights of the Child and also to address themselves
to the problems raised by inte,rnational adoption, the emancipation of minors,
adoption before birth,  ordinary adoption and leg:itimization  by adoption.
Useful address:  Consiglio Nazionale delle Donne Italiane
Via Ennio Quirino Visconti 55
Rome
LUXEMBOURG
A refuge,  help  by telephone  and other  pr<ljects
The womenfs Liberation Movement is  on the move. .Following the opening
of the first  refuge for battered wives and the l:runching of a similar
project in the second largest city  in the country, long-standing plans for
a telephone sOs service are nearing conrpletion.  Through a permanent
staff  at the woments hostel and an automatic  anseiering machine, women
in distress and those faced with a problem of an r:nwanted pregnancy will  be
able to obtain  advice at any time of the day and night.  rn addition, a
vast campaign is  planned for creches.  The need.[or nurseries has been
proved once again by the publication of the 1980 budget estimate for  the
capital.  For the third  time, Ehe planners have el:red a plan for  a creche
from their  list  of priorities.
Maison des Femmes
17, Avenue M,onterey
Lux emb our g
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Aggresslon
The theme chosen by the Dutch Liberal Patty women for their  congress  was
aggression.  ttBe aggressive, but positive",  declared A.C. van Wijngaarden-
Terlouw, the chairwoman of the association, with simplicity.
The fir,sl- problem that springs to mind when discussing aggression is  that
of woments safety, but it  was not the only subject reviewed by the congress.
Aggression also means aggressiveness in  everyday life.  What role can the
mass media, the police and the courts pLay? What can the politicians  do
to prevent violence in  society?
The debate vras not wound up but was transferred to the pages of the
associationts magazine,  ttDe liberale vrouw" (the Liberal woman), to
1oca1 sections and, no doubt, to families.
Useful address: De liberale vrouv/
e/o !I. Pols-v.d. Spruyt
Van 0stadestraat 19
2931 EA Krimpen aan de Lek
A 35-hour week
The women members of Federatie Nederlandse Vakbeweging  (Dutch trade union
federation)  are calling for  the introduction of the 35-hour week this
year, not in  1984 as proposed by the union executive.
The union women would like  to see a seven-hour working day.  At the same
time, they want improvements  in comrunity and social facilities.  They
see no great benefit in other ways of reducing working timg such as early
retirement or an afternoon off  during the week.  These measures make no
special impact on the lot  of working women, they point out.
They are also sceptical about part-time l^Iorkr for  the  arrangement is
,rrrr.lty beneficial only to those women who want pin money, not those who
need to earn their  living.
Useful address:  F.N.V. -  Vrouwenbond
Plein '40-'45,  1
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UNITED  KINGDOM
Gingerbread  Celebration
Gingerbread,  a national organization for  one-parent families, celebratecl
its  tenth anniversary at the end of January. With loca1 committees all
over the country, its  aim is  r[o offer  a meeting place and activities  for
single parents of both sexes (though mostly wome.n) to avoid the loneliness
and frustration so often crea,Eed by bringing up children alone.
In Croydon, rear London, a particularly  successfull group has established  a
day care centre for children, originally  finance,<l by European  Community
money as a p'rlot scheme to cornbat poverty"  Because they could safely leave:
their  children, parents were irble to take up ful-L-time jobs and escape the
poverty trap that. often ensna:res single parent families.  The centre has
now become self-supporting.
Useful address:  Gingerbread
35 Wellingt,rn Street
L_q!4qn-II.IL
Schools for  women
To encourage women lo become iactive trade unioni,r;ts, two unions have held
special schools for women. About 60 attended  thLe TASS (Technical and
Supervisory Section of the Enlgineering Workerst iJnion) school and discussecl
not only the special needs of women within the u.rrion but also the impact o1:
new technology on offices.
The Transport and General Worlkerst  Union (T&GWU) held its  first  wornen's
school in Scotland, where 17 shop stewards  and conveners from the textile
and engineering  industries mer for  a week to disr:uss general problems  and,
in particular,  how to break d,cwn divisions betweren so-called  ttments workt'
and "woments  workt' in the facEories.
Useful addresses: TASS
Onslow Hal1
Little  Green
Richmond,  Surrey
T&GI\ILI
Transrport House
Srnittr Square
London SW1 3JB
Liberal  Aims For  Womerr
The Womenrs Liberal Federation  has produced a usir:ful 1itt1e  pamphlet, ttl,iberal Aims f or Women", urging a number of f inLirncial ref orms that will
directly  benefit women.
The Federation is  one of the most ardent campaig;ners for  tax reform,
urging that the state should:not discriminate  berrEween the sexes, whether
single or married; it  would like  to see the prersent variety of social
security benefits replaced by a single ttnon-emp1.r:yment" benefit paid for
inability  to work, whatever the cause, and a tttemporary hardship benefittt
in special circumstances such as pregnancy, temt)orary retraining or
unemployment.
The Liberals also r^/ant more flexible  and part-ti.me work for women, more
provision for  schoolchildren during holiday timer and a flexible  retirement
age between 60 and 70 for both men and women.
Useful address:  Womenrs Liberal Federation
I  Whitehall Place
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TIlE  CHANGING EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY
The  European Social  Fund  and  women
VocationaL training of frlomen may receive aid fr"orn the European SociaL Fund:
the news spread rap'ideLy, and espaciaLLy after the interventiorr of Mr. VredeLing,
Vice-Pnesident of the Commission and nesponsibLe for SociaL Affains, with the
governments, aid nequests fLowed into BrusseLs.
Tn L979, when the amount available was 18 rnillion units of account, the 6?
reouests fon aid neceived involved a tota[ of over 30 miLljon u.a.
A choice has to be made of priority  projects within rhe allocated budget.
Germany received 11,8301000 u.a. for 14 projects, Belgium 61000 u.a. for
one project, Denmark 431,000 u.a. for one project, France 2r34V,000 u.a.
for 26 projects, Ireland 232,000 t.a.  for five projects, Italy  2,3761000
u.a. for five projects, the Netherlands 448,000 u.a. for two projects and
the United Kingdom 678,000 for  two projects.
The credit allocation for  1980 is estimated at  20 nillion  u.a.,  but
the volume requested already amounts to nearly 35 mi11ion.  The governments
are still  expected to submit further requests which will  probably total
several million u.a.  The  figures demonstrate the importance of women's
vocational training and the concern shovrn by the authorities and private
institutions.
It  has been estimated that about 16,000 women have benefited from help
given by the European Social Fund in 1979 and it  is  expected that 20,000
more will  be supported by operations starting in the first  half of 1980.
Based on the Fundrs objectives,  priority  will  be given to
aim to bring about greater integration  in  new trades and
women have been under-represented up to  this  time.  Let
examples.
In  Italy,  300 women aged over 25 who had already had at  least  two yearsr
work experience and who wanted to return  to  the world of  work attended
twenty-week courses, in  groups of  thirty.  The aim was to  train  them as
middle-rank executives.  The Centro Europeo Studi Aziendali  (European
Centre for  Management Studies), which organized the operation,  planned the
training  in  two phases:  a period of  on-Ehe-job training  in  the company'
preceded by group work to give the women an opportunity to  elarify  their
ovrn motivations n learn mole about the general running of  a company  and
familiarize  themselves with  public  and private  bodies.  The promoter
was an association of  women entrepreneurs and managers: the ttAssociazione
Imprenditrici  e Donne Dirigenti  dtAzienda".
In France, twenty or  so women aged over 25, most of  them facing social  and
domestic problems (widows and divorc6es with  one or more dependant children)
have been able to  gain access to jobs traditionally  the preserve of  men
such as wallpapering,  house decorating and carpentry, through the offices
of  the "workerst universitv"  -  Universit6 ouvridre.
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During the first  phase of training,  practical e>rercises helped the traineers
to  take a realistic  look at the job they had chosen and to find out
whether they had the manual skills  and the moti'vation needed.  Their
instructors also told the young women about the rraditions of the trade, its
history,  its  place in the present-day economy arr,C irs  future prospects.
If  any of the women found that they were poorly motivated or unsuited to
the job they had in mind, despite all  their  goocl faith,  it  was possible fo:r
them to drop out during this  phase.
On-the-job training and contact with the nationzrl employment agency, union
bodies and other trade associations  then made it- easier for  the trainees
to gain a foothold in the world of work.
In Ireland, it  was in a rapidly expanding advanced technology sector -
data proeessing -  that women were given the charrce of vocational training.
Designed for jobless women of over 25, the progr:,arnrne lasted eight weeks an<l
trained skilled word processor operators, a job in which the potential is
as great for women as for men.
It  is of interest that the organizers of the Iri-sh programne hoped to
promote the acceptance of women in the world of ,aork by training and
briefing. . . . the ernployers.
Eurobarometer
The first  ttEurobarometertt  sample survey to be conducted under the auspices
of the European Conunission following the first  !)r:ropean Parliamentary
election by universal suffrage has shown that th,ere is  some lack of infor-
mation on the event and at the same time a climzrte of expectation: people
are waiting to see what role Parliament will  pl:r'y.
Only a few months after the elections, the surve'F - with more than 9,000
people interviewed between 6 and 31 October L97tl -  showed that only two
out of three Europeans had "read or heard somethingrrabout the subject.
0n an average, no more than 102 of Europeans feel that the election is
ttvery importanttti 317. see it  as ttimportanttt,  37'',Z "not very importantt'  and
127. "not important at al1tt.
Of the 522 of interviewees who hadttread or"hear'd somethingrt,  one fifth
had had a more or less poor irmpression, one thir:d a good impression  and
over a half were unable to express a vier,r.
Does Parliament have a fuLure? An average of  3ei,7. of Europeans believe
that European Parliament will  play a more importirnt role than in  the past,
342 that it  will  play the same role and 82 that  the role will  be less
importantl  there were 222 ttdontt knowstt.Women of Europe - no. 13 -  January/February 1980 -  p.  37
Euro-midwives?
First  the doctors, the nurses, the dentists and the veterinary surgeons ...
and soon midwives too will  be able to settle  and work in any country in  the
Conrnuni ty.
The member states have a pericld of three yearst grace to bring their  legis-
lation into line with the two decisions recently adopted by the EEC Council
of Ministers.  The first  decision relates to the conditions governing
access to the profession of midwife, stating the studies which must have
been completed before a person is  entitled  to give advice on family plan-
ning, give ante- and post-natal care or act as midwife in straightforward
births.
The second decision relates to mutual recognition of diplomas and specified
the conditions on which a midwife may work in  an EEC country other than the
country in which she has qualified.  The Council has also set up a
consultative conrnittee on midwivest training.
Energy:  the  virtues  of  sobriety
One way of helping to reactivate the economy is  to stop wasting energy.
This, very briefly,  was the main conclusion in the "Saint-Geours report",
which took its  name from the chairman of the group of ttwise men" asked by
the European Corunission to look into the consequences of more sober use of
energy in Europe,
The report submitted by Mr, Jean SainL-Geours is  entitled  "Pour une
croissance  6conome en 6nergiett (towards economical  energy growth). It
concludes that if  society can evolve towards a more economical use of
energy it  will  make an appreciable contribution towards generating the
drive needed to boost and maintain  economic growth, thus leading to satis-
factory 1eve1s of employment.
What follow-up action can be taken on a repqrt of this kind?  The European
Commission  has considered the question and formulated several proposals.
The first  and most obvious step is  to ensure that European citizens are
properly informed of what is at stake so that,  with the help of practical
advice, they can become less spendthrift.  The Commission is  even thinking
of arranging a trade fair  on the theme ofttthe  world after  the oil  age".
As far as our governments  are concerned, the Commission reconmends regular
reviews of energy price and taxation policies and the compilation  of
technological data, to be made accessible through a computer network such
as Euronet.
A more moderate consumption of energy would make the Counnunity  less depend-
dent upon the rest of the worJd and would also reduce our production costs
and perhaps make it  easier for us to export.  Nevertheless, there are
certain sectors which are major energy consumers and here special problems
might well arise.  The Commission is very much aware of this  aspect of
affairs  and intends to take a closer look at specific cases.I,Iomen of Europe - no. 13 -  Ja.nuary/February  198(] -  p. :A
Women immigrants  in  the  European Community
Women inurigrants, especially those from non-nember states, live  particularly
precarious lives with regard to employment and tthey,have few opportunities
for vocational training.
It  is  a subject on which ligh.t has been shed by a survey conducted in
France by I.R.F.E.D. on behalf of the European (lommission, now almost
completed.
According to the survey, there has been marked progress in the employment
siruation of irnmigrant  women from the third  worLd over the past few years,
although the socio-vocational 1evel of these vrorkers is very low.  They
are concentrated in  some of the sectors that are even more disadvantaged
and restricted than the sectors in which EEC wornen work:  cleaning, main-
tenance and garment-making. They often work on eleaning work sites,  in
intermediary firms or in small workshops.  The:ir wages are low and moon-
lighting  is a frequent practice.  Since this w:rk is  combined with the
domestic work such women have to do as well and the cultural  restraints
on their  lives,  the finding is  a matter of very speeial concern.
In vulnerable  sectors of the economy, there is  ir substantial leve1 of
unemployment  among women inrnigrant raorkers, although there are no statistics
on the subiect.
To improve their  chances in  the world of work, :innnigrant women should
be given specific opportunities for vocational training.  The facilities
available to women workers in general are not srrited to their  needs, for
they are unfamiliar with the language and the sLructure of society" they
lack ambition in their working lives and they a:re weighed dovm by their
family responsibilities to a greater degree than are Fr:enchwomen.
Although efforts are being made, they are insuftticient and many projects
are designed to reinforce their  domestic role rirther than to train  them
for a place in the world of raork.
The survey concludes that due allowance should be made for  the specific
needs of women immigrants, although care should be to harmonize any policy
designed to improve their working lives with the overall policy for  womenrs
+-^-i-i-^- L!  4rrrr116.hlomen of Europe - no. 13 -  January/February 1980 -  p.  39
The Youth Forum
The Youth Forurn is  a body which represents youth organizations  in dealings
with EEC institutions.  Its  value and its  strength lie  in  its  pluralism,
a guarantee of its  lepresentative nature:  it  speaks for young Christian
workers and scouts, for  friends of nature and young trade unionists.
It  is of interest that,  at the time of its  general meeting, the Youth Forum
decided to hcld a conference on the employment of young women. The plan
arose as a result of rhe finding that young people, and young women in
particular,  have been very hard hit  by the crisis,  with 392 of the jobless
being  t:nder  25 years old.
Planned for  Lhe autumn of 1980, Lhe conference on young woments  ernployment
will  take a look at the practical facts on unemptoyrnent  and also tackle
the  job  an<1 training  problemsencountered  by girls;  Finally,  it  will
consider ways and means of tackling the problem in the short and long term.
The people who run the Forum t/ant to be as practical and realistic  as
possible, and they intend to invite  young women who are or have been coping
with the problem of unemployment to recount their  stori.es to the conference.
To ensure that the discussions will  not be too vague or wide-ranging,  a
few specific  issues  may be put to the conference: the position of
girls  on the labour market in the context of the economic crisis;  legis-
lation and its  application *  its  effects on equality of access to the
labour market and the opportunities  for  social betterment; education
(includ.ing vocational training);  Post-school education and work in youth
organizationsl and the specific role of trade unions in matters affecting
young working women.
Useful address:  Forum de la Jeunesse  des Communaut6s  Europ6ennes
66, Avenue de Cortenberg, boite 10
1040  Brussels
A  map  of  the  EEC  Member  States
A wa11 map showing  the  European  Community,  its  Member
states,  their  regions  and  adminlstrative  sub-dlvlsions
has  been  published  by  the  official  Publications  office
of  the  European  Communities.
The  map measures  57  x  76.5  cm and  is  available  from
the  Commlssion's  information  offices  ,  in  the  Ianguage
of  vour  choice,Women of Europe - no. 13 - January/February 198(l - p. a0
RE SEAIICH, MEETINGS, B OOKS
Employers Guide to  Equal Opportunities  for  Men and Women is
a practical booklet published by the Northern h:,eland Equal Opportunities
Commission, designed mainly for  sma1l and medium sized firms.  Its  authors,
Dr. John Young and Mr. Maurice Moroney of Queen's University, both have
practical experience in working relations.  Writ-,e to the Equal Opportunities
Comnission (N.I.),  Lindsay House, Callender Streret, Belfast BT1 5DT.
Donna  di  oggi  questa  sconosciuta  (toilayts \^roman, this  unknor^rn
person), by Rocco Vittorio  Albaense, is  an attempt to state the goals of
modern feminism in concrete terms.  Day-to-day problems are placed in  per--
spective.  Sold by the author (Via Valsugana 46, 00141 Rome) ar Lire.5,000,
Inventarisatie  Vrouwenstrrdies  (inventory o:E research on women); the
ompI_t.a""o*p'"h.r:Llsive1ist(165pub1icationr;)
of research conducted within its  walls on this  t.heme since 1.975.  Obtain-
able for Fl.2.5 from "Databanlk",  Academiegebouw,  Rijksuniversiteit  te
Groningen.
Dentro  1o  specchio  (behind the mirror) is  a collective publication
edited by Franca Bimbi.  It  is  a collection of the papers read at a socio-
logy seminar at Padua Univers.i-ty on "domestic wc,:ck, role reproduction  and
woments autonomyn. Price:  Lire 3,500.  PublishLr:d  by l4,azzotta.
Les  femmes et  1a  fornration  continue  en  100 questions
(women and adult  education  in  100 questions)  by Marie-Adine
Lesterlin sets out the recent legislation  and rergulations in the field
of adult education in clear tr3rms and provides rr:rny useful addresses.
Published by Chotard et Assoc.i6s, 33 Rue Beaureg;:rrd,  75002 Paris.
Femme en  voie  d'Ega1it6  -  Towards Equ:rlity  for  Women is
the title  of a booklet published by the Canadian Ministry of Womenrs
Status.  In addition to a plan of action for  the "better-beingtt of \^7omen
in Canada, the publication  provides an amusing hji.storical re.riew:
1834 -  Quebec Parliament taker; the right  to vote away from women ....
1885 -  men of "breeding'r are entitled to vote if  they own  property or
if  they are married to a woman owning property.  In this  case, the man
votes and the woman pays the .Land tax.  No address is  specified in  the
booklet: it  should be requested from Canadian  em.bassies.
Setting  up  a  Workplacer Nursery  is  a manual written both for
employers and for workers who want to make a nur$ery available for  the
children of women workers.  This guide tells  how to run a nursery,
which authorities  should be consulted, what decisiions should be taken as
plans proceed.  Published by the Equal Opportuni.ties  Commission, Overseas
House, Quay Street, Manchester:  M3 3HN.
Choisir  de  donner  1a yfe  (choosing  to  give  life)  has been
brought out as a paperback: ilt  is  the first  ful1. report on the internation'al
symposium organized by the asriociation  ttchoisirtt, in Paris in  November
L979.  Preface by Gisble Haljlni, 566 pages, publ.ished by Gal-limard.Women of Europe - no. 13 -  January/February 1980 -  p. 4l
La  casalinga:  popolazione  non  attiva?  (the  housewife:  not
a member of  the working population?) is  a study firurly  supported by facts
and figures:  Isabella Botter Bichieli  shows that the work housewives do
is  socially prodrrctive, whatever the ttnationts accountstt may say.  The
author concludes her research,  conducted under the auspices of the
Federazione  Italiana Donne Professioni e Affari  (Italian  federation of
professional and business women), by proposing a statute for housewives,
who should no lo:rger be looked on asttnon-workerstt.  Published by Istituto
Tipografico Editoriale,  Venice.
Re-entry  of  Women to  the  Labor Force  was the theme of the study
days arranged by the German Marshall Fund.  Research lrorkers and special-
ists  from Europe and the United States compared  notes and conclusions.  The
report of the proceedings has now been published and can be obtained from
the German MarshalL Fund, 11 Dupont Circle,--N.W,  Washington  D.C. 20036.
Breve  storia  de1  movimento  femminile  in  Italia  (brief
EGtory  ces the
steps of woments emancipation in Italy  over the past hundred years.  A well
known Cornmunist militant,  Camilla Ravera discusses the struggles in which
she has taken an active part Lire 3,800, published by Editori Riuniti
Third  World Women Speak Out by Perdita Huston compiles interviews with
isia,  Sri Lanka and Mexico.  They talk
in simple and lively  terms of their  families,  the evolution of society and
their  aspirations.  153 pages, US$4.95: may be ordered from Overseas
Development Council, l7I7 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W. Washington  D.C. 20036.
Per  una  autentica  liberazione  de11a  donna  (towards an authentic
woments liberation)  by
feminism. Because the
question, a committed
Cinque Lune.
Claudia Zanon Gilmozzi is  a Christian analysis of
feminist question is also a social and political
philosophical approach is va1uab1e. Published by
WomeninCh.@isthethemeofaseminarinSa1zburg
rican university workers.  The Salzburg
seminar provided an excellent forum for  the very high level exchange of
ideas, research and studies generated on both sides of the Atlantic.  Useful
address: Salzburg Seminar, Schloss Leopoldskron,  Box 129, 5010 Salzburg,
Aus tria.
Women and  the  World  of  Work  was
Uy
information  can be obtained from Anne
P.0.  Box 85122, San Diego, California
the subject of a seminar in Lisbon
NATO's Scientific  Conrnittee. Ful1
Hoiberg, Naval Healrh Research Center,
92t38.
Scambi  Culturali  (cultural  exchange) devotes its  fifth  issue to
ffiStatus,reViewingtheeffortsinthisfie1dat
inrernarional 1eve1.  Published by L'Istituto  de11a Enciclopedia Italiana,
Piazza Paganica, Rome, in conjunction with the ltalian  Ministry of Education.